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Session overview: 
 
 
 
Can qualitative research traditions interact with 
quantitative traditions in ways that work for the 
common good? 

•  looking at quantitative practice with an 
ethnographic lens 

• The case:  reading engagement in PISA 
• Tracking the hypotheses that structure the 

statistical design of PISA data 
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Background to the question: 
 
 
 

The Literacy Attainment Data and Discourse 
Project (ESRC fellowship, 2011-13)  

Explored: 
• the design and use of quantitative and administrative data that 

currently inform comparative analysis of literacy attainment 
internationally, with specific reference to PISA data collected and 
analysed by the OECD 

• how these data arise in their institutional and historic contexts, and 
are analysed and understood as part of public and professional 
discourse 

• Included two other cases of the design and use of literacy 
attainment data in the 1860s and 1950s.  
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Getting to here from there –  
Or the Autobiography of the problem .... 
 
 
 

 
Mixed methods research: 
 testing quants against quals in a study of library 

borrowing records (Moss and McDonald, 2004) 
 Using quant measures to hold policy to account 

(Moss et al, 2007) 
 Integration or interrogation in mixed methods 

research?  (Brannen and Moss, 2012) 
 Measures and proxies (Jerrim and Micklewright, 

2012) 
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Understanding the genre of 
quantitative presentation: 
 
 
 

• What are the requirements of its spoken 
or written forms? 

• Quantitative methods as social practice 
 -  formulate a question with a numerical answer 
-  Take into account:  the uncertainty in the numbers  

-  the potential unreliability of the findings 
-  determine the strength of the answer through the - 

-  aptness of the measures and the choice of models 
-   When the numbers don’t work out – search for    

 alternative formulations and explanations ... 
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“Objectivity” or uncertainty in statistical  
discourse? 
 
 
 

 “The Research Methods Knowledge Base is a comprehensive web-
based textbook that addresses all of the topics in a typical introductory 
undergraduate or graduate course in social research methods.  ... 

•  Statistical Analysis of the t-test 
• The t-value will be positive if the first mean is larger than the second 

and negative if it is smaller. Once you compute the t-value you have to 
look it up in a table of significance to test whether the ratio is large 
enough to say that the difference between the groups is not likely to 
have been a chance finding. To test the significance, you need to set a 
risk level (called the alpha level). In most social research, the "rule of 
thumb" is to set the alpha level at .05. This means that five times out of 
a hundred you would find a statistically significant difference between 
the means even if there was none (i.e., by "chance").” 

• http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/stat_t.php 

         

http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/power.php
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Pisa country rankings by % 
of students at Level 3 and 
above. 
Knowledge and Skills for Life, 
Executive Summary, 2000 
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Looking for PISA policy effects? 
 
 
 

 In Scotland, the analysis of the debates in Parliament shows that PISA 
results were not analysed in depth by the deputies in their speeches 
and interventions. PISA was used as an argument either to put the 
other side in an uncomfortable position or to justify the upcoming 
reforms.  (Pons, 2011) 

 
If I wanted to learn how PISA participated in Australian education policy 

decisions, I would first need to understand the untidy and apparently 
chaotic and complex processes involved in the ‘doing’ of policy in an 
increasingly globalising world, where transnational bodies such as the 
OECD, globally mobile policy advisors, and an international focus on 
‘evidence based research’ were increasingly influential. (Gorur, 2011) 

 

 
 
 
  

         

Or interrogating the social construction of PISA 
data....  
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The role of number in public discourse: 
 
 
 

    “Rose (1999) observes that single numbers in policy accounts do 
political work in hiding the technologies that have gone into their 
construction.  
 “Numbers are resorted to in order to settle or diminish conflicts in a 

contested space of weak authority. And the ‘power of the single 
figure’ is here a rhetorical technique for ‘black boxing’—that is to 
say, rendering invisible and hence incontestable—the complex array 
of judgments and decisions that go into a measurement, a scale, a 
number. The apparent facticity of the figure obscures the complex 
technical work that is required to produce objectivity.” (Rose 1999, p. 
208) 

 ... part of the educational research agenda needs to acknowledge that 
data in policy and research are made, fabricated—not in the sense of 
falsified, but in the sense of constructed, put together; these matters 
need to be a focus of our research as well.” (Lingard, 2010, AER) 
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Policy document or domain-specific display? 

 
 

         

Pisa country rankings by % 
of students at Level 3 and 
above. 
Knowledge and Skills for Life, 
Executive Summary, 2000 
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Chart 2.1 
Average 
scores and 
confidence 
intervals for 
Canadian 
provinces 
and other 
countries: 
Reading. 
PISA data, 
2006. 
 
http://www.pisa.gc.ca/
eng/measuring-up-
2006.shtml 

Note: The 
confidence 
interval 
represents the 
range within 
which the score 
for the 
population is 
likely to fall 95% 
of the time or 19 
times out of 20. 
Differences in 
average scores 
between two 
jurisdictions are 
not statistically 
significant when 
the confidence 
interval for each 
average score 
overlaps.  
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Differences in average scores between two jurisdictions are not statistically 
significant when the confidence interval for each average score overlaps 
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What’s in the data? a value 
relevance framework ..... 
 
 
 

  

         

“The value relevance framework affects the process of 
explanation .. [and] frames the selection of explanatory 
factors. The task of explaining differences in educational 
achievement or occupational mobility does not amount to 
discovering the unique or exhaustive set of determinants 
of these phenomena ….. we necessarily select out from 
this infinite field those causes that are relevant to the 
value framework within which the research is being 
carried out.”  Hammersley,  2009 
 

Putting the data to work .... 
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The institutional context: 
 
 
 

 i) The OECD has been collecting PISA data since 2000, by 
testing a national sample of pupils aged 15 from 
participating countries  

(ii) The OECD’s longer history lies in the post-war attempt to 
re-build Europe’s economy via the Marshall plan; and the 
post-war attempt to create pan-national institutions in 
Europe via the  EU  

(iii) The OECD’s interest in education stems from its interest in 
stimulating economic growth; its advice to governments on 
school system reform draws on economic modelling.  

(iv) PISA data are used to identify where interventions can 
best be made, linking inputs to outputs in education 

(v) The hunt for correlations and causes influences the choice 
of research tools  

 
         



OECD policy priorities:  Policy for sale? 
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Correlations and causes  
 
 
 

 The ingredients that structure the analysis: 
  - Test scores, sorted into 5 levels 
  -  School level questionnaire (sent to Head),  

    identifying system characteristics 
  -  Student questionnaire, identifying learner      

    characteristics 
    Optional: 

– Parent questionnaire identifying family social, economic 
and cultural capital 

– Computer familiarity 
– Educational career 

          



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This questionnaire asks for information including: 
• The structure and organisation of the school; 
• The student and teacher body; 
• The school’s resources; 
• The school’s instruction, curriculum and assessment; 
• The school climate; 
• The school policies and practices; 
• The characteristics of the headteacher/principal or designate 
 
This information helps illustrate the similarities and differences 
between groups of schools in order to better establish the 
context for students’ test results. For example, the information 
provided may help to establish what effect the availability of 
resources may have on student achievement – both within and 
between countries.  (NFER, 2009) 

19 

School  Questionnaire: 
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Your answers will be kept confidential. They will be combined 
with answers from other schools to calculate totals and 
averages in which no one school can be identified. (NFER, 2009) 
 
 

School Questionnaire: 

Which hypothesis?   Why this relationship of parents to school?    

 
 
 



What kinds of data might be relevant? 
What kinds of hypotheses might you want 

to explore? 
 

21 

Exploring reading 
engagement: 
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•  Public discourse makes visible differences in 
who engages in what kinds of reading 

• “Reading often” and “reading well” are 
frequently linked 

• The idea that boys are particularly reluctant to 
read circulates informally long before it gets 
taken up and imported into systematic enquiry 
 

         

Reading engagement - taking the 
long view:  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

         

The 
Excitement; 
or A book to 
induce young 
people to 
read 

1839 edition, 
frontispiece 
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The Excitement; or A book to induce 
young people to read 
 
 
 
 
 

“While we are often told by parents ... that such a boy is a fine 
clever boy, but he has, unhappily, no taste for reading; may not 
this often arise from not pointing out to such a young person 
the pleasure to be derived from reading, by supplying him ... 
with materials suited to his taste, and in this way forming in him 
the habit of seeking enjoyment from this source?  The object of 
this volume ... is to present such materials by furnishing the 
youthful reader with an account of those striking appearances of 
nature, and signal preservations, the description of which is 
generally listened to, by boys in particular, with the greatest 
attention”   Editor’s Preface, 1831, p vi 

 
         



 
 
 
 

         



 
 
 
 

         

...... 



 
 
 
 

         
http://www.turkishairlines.com/ja-jp/skylife/2013/april/cityscope/an-english-
istanbulophile.aspx 
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Reading engagement and attainment – 
taking the long view 
 
 
 
 

as is now generally recognised, girls outstrip boys not only 
(as here) in accuracy of reading, but also in every aspect of 
that subject - in fluency, in comprehension, and in 
expressiveness.  ... The difference is greatest amongst 
children living in better social circumstances; and is, as a 
rule, comparatively small among the less fortunate.  In the 
former case, the sedentary life and literary occupations of the 
girls allow them to make the most of books, newspapers, 
adult conversation, and the other means of intellectual 
culture available in their homes; whilst domestic duties and 
unhealthy conditions seem alike to tell most heavily upon the 
fairer sex, in the latter.    
Burt, C (1921) Mental and Scholastic Tests, p 300 
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Reading engagement and attainment – 
taking the long view 
 
 
 
 

         

Emmett, WG (1950) The Trend of Intelligence in Certain Districts of England, 
Population Studies Vol. 3, No. 4, Mar., 1950 
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Reading engagement and attainment – 
factoring in gender .... 
 
 
 
 

         



Questions on: 
• Resources – how many books 
• Time spent reading for enjoyment 
• Attitude towards reading 
• Diversity in reading/ reading interests 
• Time spent reading online for functional purposes 
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Exploring reading 
engagement: 
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Q22.   How many books are there in your home? 
There are usually about 40 books per metre of shelving. Do not 
include magazines, newspapers, or your school books. 
(Please tick only one box.) 
   
0-10 books         1  

  
11-25 books      2  
  
26-100 books    3  

  

101-200 books           4  

  
201-500 books           5   
  
More than 500 books 6 

 

Looking for correlations: 

Resources 

Scaling the categories ....?  What are the significant boundaries? 



Time spent 
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Modelling reading 
engagement: 

Q23 About how much time do you usually spend reading for 
enjoyment? 
(Please tick only one box) 
 
I do not read for enjoyment       1 ___ 

30 minutes or less a day           2 ___ 

More than 30 minutes to less 
than 60 minutes a day               3 ___ 

1 to 2 hours a day                     4 ___ 

More than 2 hours a day           5 ___ 

Correlation or cause?    How to decide? 
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Modelling reading 
engagement: 
•  Counting motivation to read? 
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PISA found that boys and girls have different types of reading 
interests, which is fairly consistent across countries. Boys’ 
interest in a wide range of materials including non-fiction, 
newspapers and comics, but their much lower interest in 
reading fiction books, suggests that the choices of reading 
materials may influence the success of any programme to 
engage boys more in reading. 
 

Different strategies may be appropriate for boys and for girls, who 
tend to have different reading interests, with girls particularly 
interested in books, especially fiction, and boys more interested in 
other forms such as newspapers and comics.  
 
 

Categorising the data ......... 
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Cutting the numbers another way ..... 



38 

Cutting the numbers another  
way ..... 
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PISA also found that boys and girls have different types of reading 
interests, which is fairly consistent across countries. Boys’ interest in 
a wide range of materials including non-fiction, newspapers and 
comics, but their much lower interest in reading fiction books, 
suggests that the choices of reading materials may influence the 
success of any programme to engage boys more in reading. 
 

Different strategies may be appropriate for boys and for girls, who tend to 
have different reading interests, with girls particularly interested in books, 
especially fiction, and boys more interested in other forms such as 
newspapers and comics.  
 
 Extrapolating from the data ...... 

Expressions of confidence .... 
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Students from less favourable socio-economic backgrounds are on 
average less engaged in reading.  However, a substantial number of 
disadvantaged students are among the most interested and wide-
ranging readers, and these students tend to perform well in reading. 
Indeed, the level of a student’s reading engagement is a better 
predictor of literacy performance than his or her socioeconomic 
background, indicating that cultivating a student’s interest in reading 
can help overcome home disadvantages.   OECD 
 
The large performance difference that exists between boys and girls 
in reading literacy can partly be explained by other differences such 
as engagement in reading” (RFC). However, “males in some 
countries are more engaged in reading than females in other 
countries. For instance, males in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Japan 
and Korea report being either as engaged or more engaged in 
reading than females in Belgium, France and Spain” (RFC).  (IRA, ) 

Accounting for the exceptions ... 
Makes grounds for further exploration ...... 
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However, in his evidence to the Commission, Phil Jarrett nuanced this 
statement:  
“Schools need to value and teach a wider range of texts than currently. 
We know that boys tend to read different kinds of texts from girls – non-
fiction, autobiographies, newspapers and so on – yet the English 
curriculum largely values certain kinds of narrative fiction texts, I think. I 
think for boys it often seems that what they read outside school does not 
matter; it does not count in relation to the classroom. We need to bring 
those resources much more into the classroom.” 
This view also came through from schools that took part in the survey: 
“I think [the gender gap] is due to boys turning off from reading at 
secondary school and curriculum texts not lending themselves to boys’ 
interests. I also feel that libraries are often too heavily stocked with fiction 
books.”   
The All Party Parliamentary Literacy Group Boys' Reading Commission  

Why numbers should be part of  
the discourse as a check on belief 



Modelling reading 
engagement in PISA: 
What are the underlying hypotheses? 

 
 
 



Re-analysing the data  
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Questions for discussion: 
 
 
 

• Is distinguishing between statistical knowledge and policy 
discourse useful? 

• Do qualitative traditions have a useful role to play in 
examining the claims made using quantitative techniques? 

• Do current criticisms of quantitative traditions run the risk 
of exaggerating their power by viewing them through a 
policy lens?  
 

• How much should we invest in knowing about numbers? 
• How else might the politics of quantitative data in public 

discourse be addressed? 
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Figure 1. Three Lenses of Knowledge and 
Evidence   
(Head, 2008) 
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